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With the reactor locked in shutdown since early April, 1984, for turbine work, the
shift Control Room Engineer observed that the reactor vessel was not vented
at less than 149'F. Reactor pressure was 0 psig, and reactor vessel level
was +308 inches at the time of this observation.

This event was the first violation of the Tech Spec (3.5.B.1) venting requirement,

at Dresden.

Upon discovery of the violation, reactor metal temperature was increased.

This event was of minimal safety significance, since no control rod drive
pump was running, and one condensate pump was running. Both recirculation
putps were. running to maintain reactor water temperature between 130 to
149 F. If the reactor vessel was inadvertantly pressurized, reactor temperature
was above the 100 F minimum temperature required for an inservice pressure
test. Operating personnel will be reminded of procedure requirement during
the Operator training week. Possibility of Tech Spec change is being
investigated to prevent recurrence.
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With the reactor vessel locked in shutdown the shift Control Room Engineer
observed that the reactor vessel was not vented at less than 149 F. This event
was a violation of the venting requirement in Technical Specification 3.6.B.1.
The reactor metal temperature was increased by increasing reactor water
temperature.

The cause of this event was an inadvertant procedure violation. During
shutdowns of long duration it is desirable to leave the head vent closed to

prevent the introduction of additional contamination into the drywell.

All licensed operators will be reminded of the venting requirement when less
than 149 F during the Operating training week.

This event was of mir' mal safety significance since no control rod drive pump
was running, and one condensate pump was running. Both recirculation pumps
were running to maintain reactor water temperature between 130 to 140 F.
If the reactor vessel was inadvertantly pressurized, reactor temperature was
above the 100*F atinimum temperature required for an inservice pressure test.
Investigation into the- basis, for the Tech Spec requirement indicates that
at conditions which existed, the 149 F is conservative. CECO Technical
Services personnel indicated that no adverse effect occurred as a result
of this event. Therefore, Dresden Station is investigating the feasability
of changing the venting requirement in Technical Specification 3.6.B.1 which
would prevent recurrence.

This event is the first violation of the Technical Specification (3.6.B.1)
venting requirement at Dresden.
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. R.R. #1
. Morris, Illinois 60450 -

Telephore 815/942-2920

August 7,'1984.

DJS Ltr #84-700

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
. Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Licensee Event Report #84-006-0, Docket #050249 is being submitted as
required by-Technical Specification 6.6, NUREG 1022 and 10 CFR 50.73
(a)(2)(1)(B).
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J. Scott
tation Superintendent

Dresden Nuclear Power Station
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